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A J3STRACT. Neve-capped snow pilla rs found on T e ton Glacier in August 1956 were formed in the same 
manner as the ice cones of glacier tables, the neve acting in this insta nce as the protec ti ve cover usua lly 
provided by slabs o f rock. M easurem ents of the la rgest pillar indicate a minimum ablation of6 · 5 ft. ( I . 98 m. ) 
of snow on the surface of Teton Glacier for tha t summer up to 7 August, a nd suggest an average rate of 
snow wastage of I· 5 in. (3 .8 cm. ) per day during this time. The pilla rs appear to have becn produced 
by abla tion through melting due p rima ril y to direct radiation but supplem ented by indirec t radiation and 
conduction-con vection inAuenced by air currents moving across the surface of the glacier. 

R ESUME. Observation de /Jiliers de neige sllrmontes de neve, formes d'ablation sur le T eton Glacier, Wyoming. Des 
piliers de neige surmontes de neve trouves sur le T e ton Glacier en aout 1956 se presentent cle la mcme 
maniere que les tabl es glaciaires, le neve jouant le mem e role protecteur que la p laque de rochc. Des mesures 
des plus g rands piliers donnent une abla tion minimum d e 1,98 m de neige clf" ce t ete jusqu 'au 7 aout, e t une 
ablation moyenne d e 3,8 cm par j our pour cette period e. L es piliers semblent c tre form es par abla tion par 
la nte due principalement par radiation clirec te, augmentee pa r radiation in d irec te et conduction-convexion 
inAuencee pa r les masses d'air se mouvant sur la surface du g lacier. 

Z USAMMENFASSUNG. Firngekronte Schneesalllen, erzellgt VO Il der Ablation all! dem T eton Glacier, W yoming. Firn
gekronte Schnecsaulen die a m T eton G lacier im August 1956 gefunden wurden, entstammen d emselben 
Entstehungsprozess wie die Eiskegel von Gletschertischen, wobei hier der Firn a ls jene Schutzdecke w irkt , die 
gewohn lich clurch Felsplatten geb ilde t wi rd. M essungen a n den hochsten Saulen zeigen e ine Mindes t
ablation von 6,5 ' ( 1,98 m ) Schnee auf der OberAache des Tcton Glacier bis zum 7 August jenes Sommers, 
woraus sich e in Mittelwert von 1,5" (3,8 cm) Schneeabschmelzung pro Tag in dieser Zeit erg ibt. Die Saulen 
sin e! a nscheinend durch Schneeabla tion vo r a ll em unte r cle r E inwirkung direkter Strahlung gebi ldc t worden , 
die jedoch durch indirekte Strahlung und durch konduktiv-konvektive W a rme vers tarkt wu rde, deren 
Ausmass von d en LuftSlromungen liber der G letscheroberAache abhangl. 

REPORTS of unusual "snow pillars" observed by climbing pa rties crossing T eton G lacier in 
Grand T eton National Park, Wyoming, were investigated on 7 Aug ust 1956. At that time one 
large snow pillar (F ig. I ) a nd six much smaller ones were located on the glacier at a n a ltitude 
of about 10,500 ft. (3,200 m. ), just below the steep crevassed section of the glac ier known as 
" The Icefall" and to the left or south side of the avalanche track extending d own from 
Gunsight Notch. 

All seven of the snow pillars were on a gent le, almost level, snow slope within a roughly 
circu la r area 40 ft. ( 12 m .) across, the smaller ones being scattered to the south a nd slightl y 
down-slope of the large pillar. T his la rge pillar (Figs. I and 2) was capped by a block of neve 
4 ft. ( 1'2 m. ) across and 18 in. (45 cm .) thick, separated from the soft snow benea th by an 
irregula r surface of di rty snow which, when chopped open with an ice axe, yielded a ye llowish 
aspen leaf. The snow below this line, though weakl y laye red , blended imperceptibly with that 
of the surrounding surface and clearl y was a part of the preceding winter's precipita tion. The 
large pillar in over-all dimensions was slightl y more than 8ft. (2· 4 m. ) high ; strongl y 
asymmetrical , the maximum diameter at its elliptical base m easured 12 to 14 ft. (3.6 to 
4' 2 m. ) a long its eas t- wes t axis, the pi llar itself rising abruptly on the eas t and sloping gently 
toward the west. The smaller pillars, including two which lacked the neve cap, ranged from 
I . 5 to 4 ft. (0' 45 to I . 2 m. ) in heigh t and a ll showed the same orien tation and asym metrical 
profi le as the large pilla r. 

GENESIS 

The asymmetri cal appearance of the snow pillars is not surprising, as it duplica tes that of 
ped estals supporting glacier tables which frequently d evelop on T eton G lacier (Fryxell, 1933, 
p. 739; 1935, p . 389- 93). Rut despite the resemblance of these snow pillars to the pedestals left 
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Fig. 
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I. Large snow pillar on Teton Glacier, 7 August 1956. Note abrupt slope facing east-south-east in contrast to the gentle 
slope and overhanging neve cap on opposite side. Arrow indicates contact between neve cap and soft mow beneath. Rocks in 
background are the southern cliffs if Mount Owen 
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Fig. 2. Field sketch of large snow pillar, showing relationship of l1S..ymmetry to the general angle if direct radiation from early 
morning sun. Later in the day , this part if Teton Glacier is shaded by the north face of Grand T eton (Fig. 3 ) 
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by large boulders toppling from glacier tables, there were no rocks large enough to have 
sheltered pillars of this size visible within 0·25 miles (0·4 km.). Any crevasses large enough 
to have swallowed such a boulder were at this time bridged and deeply buried beneath the 
snow on which the pillars had developed. 

On the other hand, the pillars obviously were produc ts of the same process by which glacier 
tables are formed, the slowly wasting niDi acting in this case as the protective cap necessary 
to shade the soft snow beneath from the sun. Several factors appear to have contributed to this 
discrepancy in rates of ablation: 

, . The whiteness of the niDi cap would be ideally suited for the dual role of reflector and 
insulator, and the resulting lack of heat absorbed and transmitted would mainta in high albedo 
for the niDi cap, while shielding the snow beneath it. The effectiveness of this shield is reinforced 
because of the inherently higher reflectivity of the niDi (Hubley, '955, p. 562) and because 
shelter b y this cap is most complete when solar angles are high and albedo of the snow is at a 
minimum (Hubley, '955). 

2. Icy layers behave as resistant strata in comparison with snowy ones because of the 
greater water content per unit volume locked up in them , and the correspondingly greater 
amounts of heat required to melt them (Amstutz, '958, p . 3" ) . This is true also for compact 
granular niDi. Sharp (personal communication) notes that "niDi of d ensity 0·5 or 0·6 g./cm.3, 
for example, requires twice as much heat for melting as snow at 0·25 to 0·3 g./cm ) density". 
Ablation is accelerated by air in motion and many minor drainage winds on Teton Glacier 
are confined to within a few feet of the surface. Exaggeration of the difference between snow 
and niDi in resistance to ablation would result in continued lowering of the snow surface left, 
the niDi blocks being stranded higher and higher beyond reach of these eddies. Undercutting 
of the west edge of the niDi block may have resulted in this way. 

Certainly a large block of niDi would be required to outlast the wasting of nearly 7 ft . 
(2·' m. ) of snow, but fresh breaks in old snow or niDi noted at 12,000 ft. (3,660 m. ) along 
the Randkluft and bergschrundjust below Gunsight Notch were large enough to have provided 
the necessary quantity of ma terial. This interpretation is somewhat strengthened by the 
distribution of the smaller pillars, which were scattered to one side of the la rge pillar, opposite 
the avalanche track, as though the fragments of niDi which gave rise to them had rolled or slid 
there after breaking from the la rger block when it cam e to a stop . Because the ped estals 
beneath these smaller niDi blocks are not as high as that of the large pilla r, they may also 
represent "second-generation" pillars under fragments displaced by undercutting and 
collapse of a larger cake of niDi. Such shedding of undercut parts would eliminate over
balancing. This may explain failure of the niDi blocks to show the common southerly tilt of 
rocks capping glacier tables in the Northern H emisphere (Sharp, ' 949, p . 303). For this 
reason , it also is unlikely that the niDi blocks had shifted position laterally in the manner of 
boulders capping glacier tables (Fryxell, ' 933; Sharp, ' 949). 

Evidence of the recency with which the niDi came to rest at the spot occupied by the large 
pillar was supplied by the aspen leaf found beneath it, which definitely did not date back to 
the previous summer. The two pillars lacking niDi caps probably lost them through ablation 
and they themselves were wasting rapidly away. Two other ,8 in. (45 cm. ) humps in the 
snow nearby may have had the same origin. 

NATURE OF ABLATION 

No ablation studies have yet been made of glaciers in the Teton Range, and therefore only 
general conclusions may be drawn as to the nature of wasting involved during development 
of the snow pillars. Information available at present may be summarized as follows: 

Sheltered to the south and west by the great north face of the Gra nd Teton (Fig. 3) , the 
section of T eton Glacier on which the snow pillars were found can receive direct sunlight for 
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only a short time each day, mainly during the morning hours when the rays of the sun are a t 
a low angle and relatively inefficient. Nevertheless, the near-vertical eastern face of the pillars 
is testimony to the importa nce of direct radiation as a cause of ablation, however oblique th e 
angle of the sun. Quite na turally, the elliptical plan view of the snow pillars reflects these 
conditions ; even the southerly sla nt of the sun's rays in a northern latitude resulted in asym
metric development noticeable on the large snow pilla r (Fig. 2), where the point of grea tes t 
wasting was a t the south-east. By noon or shortly after, the sun has moved behind the north 
face and the location of the snow pillars is in shadow. 

trR..4NO TETON 
/ 3,"766 rt. 

Fig. 3. Schematic block diagram (based on field sketches and photographs ) showing the p~ysiograPhic position of Teton Glacie,· ; 
the black triangle on the glacier near the base of the north face indicates the location of the snow pillars examined in [956 
T he diagram is not to scale 

Shadow, however , even under cloudy conditions, does not necessarily put a halt to ablation 
(Wallen, 1948 ; Hoinkes, 1955 ; Hubley, 1955 ; LaChapelle, 1955) . On a sunny day the 
amount of noticeable light and heat transmitted by indirect radiation from the sky a bove and 
reflection from the sunlit southern walls of M ount Owen is not small and , if the sky is not 
heavily overcast, even the deep est shadows on the glacier or the north face can be surprisingly 
bright on cloudy as well as sunny days. Thus indirect radiation a nd atmospheric temperatures 
play an important role in controlling ablation of the snow in sheltered parts of the g lacier, and 
probably had a domina nt effect on parts of the snow pillars hidden from direct radiation . 

As m entioned previously, an additional factor controlling a blation of the snow pillars is 
the m ovem ent of air currents across the surface of the glacier. The accelera tion of melting by 
moving air has been d em onstrated by H oinkes (1954), and similar shifting of a ir currents 
probably induces conduction-convection abla tion on T eton Glacier. On a small scale these 
currents may be m ere eddies or breezes se t in motion by local variations in tempera ture; 011 

a much larger scale they result from changes in weather as well as from a lmost daily surges of 
wind due to the sharp temperature change a t sundown. H ere it becomes evident that if these 
daily katabatic winds are important factors in the loss of volume, particula rly snow, from the 
surface of the glacier , they represent a m eans of a blation active no t only during the day but 
after dark as well. 

M ore unusua l winds also have been observed while crossing T eton Glacier but their 
frequency and probable net effect a re much less. As the cold higher levels of a ir sink down at 
dusk into J ackson Hole, the warm air of the valley begins to rise, sweeping up the eastern slopes 
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of the peaks and across their flanks, occasionally with such force that fragments of conversation 
in the camp grounds at J enny and String Lakes can be heard in the mountains with startling 
clarity as far as two or even three thousand feet above the vall ey floor. Such a blast of warm 
dry air, blowing across the snow fields in its path like a miniature chinook or foehn in reverse, 
undoubtedly results in a very significant amount of ablation ; though canyons normally serve 
as channels for the rush of descending cold air, at least occasionally the warm updrafts are 
funneled up Glacier Gulch and along the length of Teton Glacier. Probably their effectiveness 
is most pronounced at the lower end of the glacier. 

Ablation by rapid evaporation or sublimation seems unlikely to be an important factor at 
this locality. Although M atthes ( 1934, p. 384) suggested that evaporation is the principal type 
of ab lation on high-altitude snow banks and correlated the development of suncups and 
penitentes with such conditions, subsequent studies (Lliboutry, 1954; Amstutz, 1958) have 
made it clear that the development of penitentes is a process far more complex than Matthes 
supposed. Some evidence remains to indicate rapid evaporation and sublimation can be a 
significant means of ablation at high a ltitudes (Lliboutry, 1954, p. 332) and high latitudes 
(Loewe, 1956, p. 726), but Hoinkes ( 1955, p. 499) recorded negligible a mounts of evaporation 
(usually less than I per cent of total ablation) from ice on glacins in the Alps. K ehrlein and 
others (Sharp, 195 I ; personal communication from R. P. Sharp) m easured the melt-water 
yield of snow at sites in the Sierra Nevada and obtained data suggesting condensation instead. 
:\To work of this sort has been done in the T etons. 

RATE OF ABLATION 

In the comple te absence of any quantitative data or estima tes of the ra te of ablation on the 
surface of Teton Glacier, the large snow pillar becomes of interes t as an indicator of the 
minimum rate of ablation at this locality during the summer of 1956. The last heavy snowfall 
of the previous season was on 15 June and, since the avalanche scar' below Gunsight Notch 
was observed a week later during an ascent of Mount Owen, it is assumed the neve blocks 
capping the pillars avalanched in to place by or shortly after 15 June. The possibility that 
avalanche blocks of neve might have been incorporated into the snow at a still earlier date
thus increasing both amount and rate of ablation- cannot be rul ed out, but it seem s unlikely 
in view of the freshness of the avalanche scar at Gunsight Notch and the aspen leaf located 
beneath the neve cap. If this is correct, the ablation necessary to produce the large pillar would 
amount to 78 in. ( I . 98 m .) in 54 days- an average of slightl y less than I . 5 in. (3.8 cm .) /day. 
Two methods were used in an attempt to gain an idea of the duration of effective wasting on 
the surface of T eton Glacier during the 1956 season: 

J. Utilizing the known storm dates of 15 June and 30 August to bracket the effective 
abla tion period , assuming the heavy snowfall s on those dates to have offset wasting 
before and after this time. 

2. Plotting cloud cover together with a graph of the mean daily temperatures recorded at 
Pa rk H eadquarters near Moose, a nd the temperature lowered by 3' 3°F. ( I ' 8°C. ) for 
each, ,000 ft. (305 m.) altitude, the approximate rate of normal tempera ture drop with 
elevation suggested by Trewartha ( '943, p. 16 I) needed to attain the elevation ofTeton 
Glacier. 

R esults of the two approaches coincide, and on such a basis the minimum period of ablation 
for '956 would seem to be 75 days, from ' 5June to 30 August (Fig. 4) with a minimum wasting 
(at the rate of, . 5 in . or 3.8 cm ./day) of 9 ft. 4 in. (2·85 m .) . The effects of ablation preceding 
or following this period are not considered, since surely it must have proceeded at a reduced 
rate, and there is no m eans of estimating how much wasting wou ld have been offset by pe riodic 
snowstorms and flurries. However, a possible maximum duration of ' 50 days, extending from 
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the middle of May to the middle of October, is suggested for the effective ablation period by 
the projected temperature curve in Figure 4. The validity of these figures is best judged through 
comparison with other data, though none exist for Teton Glacier itself. 
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Fig . 4. Cloud cover chart and projected temperature curve for Teton Glacier for the summer of [956, with inferred limits of the 
effective ablation period. Areas in black at top of chart indicate heavy overcast , those in grey represent days which were partly 
cloudy, and white areas record clear days. Daily mean temperatures ( T.M. N .) have been lowered [f F. (7· f C.) , an 
arbitrary rate of 3 . 3 °F. ( I' 8°C. ) for each [ ,oooft. (305 m. ) above the valley floor needed to attain the elevation qf T eton 
Glacier. Weather records were taken by National Park Service personnel at Park Headquarters, Moose, ~yoming, at an 
elevation of 6,627 ft. ( 2 , 020 m. ) 

COMPARISON WITH OTHER DATA 

The nearest location for which ablation data are available appears to be Dinwoody Glacier 
in the Wind River Range of Wyoming, some 75 miles (120 km. ) to the south-east of the 
Tetons. A cirque glacier on the north-east flank of the continental divide near Gannett Peak, 
Dinwoody Glacier is nearly 2 miles (3 ' 2 km.) wide, I' 5 miles (2' 4 km.) long and extends 
downward from 13,200 to 11,200 ft. (4,025 to 3>4 I 5 m. ). Hence, it lacks the sheltered position 
of Teton Glacier, and unfortunately terminates above the elevation at which the T eton snow 
pillars were formed. 

During the 1950 field season, ablation studies were conducted by Meier at eight locali ties 
on Dinwoody Glacier. At his lowest stake, placed near the snout of the glacier at about 
I 1,230 ft. (3,425 m. ) (Meier, unpublished, p. 99), he obtained daily readings of surface snow 
loss ranging from o· 4 in. (I ' 02 cm.) to a maximum of 2·6 in. (6·6 cm.) (Meier, unpublished, 
p. 105- 06). The figures presented below are compi led from Meier's observations on Dinwoody 
Glacier for comparison with those suggested by study of the large snow pillar on Teton 
Glacier in 1956: 

Dinwoody Glacier, [950 

Period of stud y: 25 July to 5 September. 
Duration of observations: 42 days. 
Total observed ablation at 11,230 ft. (3,425 m. ) : 80 in. (2'03 m. ) offirn .* 
Average rate of ablation: I' 9 in. (4.8 cm.) of firn per day. 

* Although the usage ofjirn is not defined in M eier's text, it appears to include snow from the preceding winter 
as w ell as earlier seasons. Since snow examined on T eton Glacier d id not date past the preceding winter and had 
not yet become noticeably granular, it is not here referred to as firn though much of the material involved in the 
two studies is presumed to be the same. 
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Te/on Glacier, I956 

Period covered by study: 15 June to 7 August. 
Duration of ablation covered b y study : 54 days . 
Total ablation indicated by large snow pillar: 78 in. (1.98 m. ) of snow. 
Suggested average rate of ablation: 1·44 in . (3.65 cm .) of snow (rounded to [ ·5 In . 

(3 .8 cm. ) in text) per day. 

Comparison of these data shows the average daily ablation rate recorded by M eier for 
1950 was full y one-third larger than that suggested for T eton Glacier in [956, but even so it 
represents a net difference of less than 0·5 in . ( [ ·27 cm. ) (actuall y I . 15 cm .). Precise evalua
tion of data from these localities is somewhat difficult in view of the difference in exposure 
mentioned previously, and the fact that observations were made during different seasons. 
Meier (unpublished , p. (09) regarded the 1950 season as unusual due to low temperatures 
and a shorter ablation period than normal. T he same may be said for 1956 in the Tetons in 
that the August snowstorm ending the effective ab lation period was, in the writer's experience, 
both unusually early and unusually heavy. Unfortunately no weather records are available 
to supplem ent the Wind River data . 

The ablation figures submitted for Teton Glacier are at best, of course, minimum a pproxi
mations, and as such inevitably are subject to several serious criticisms. First of a ll , the above 
figures are not the products of precise measurements. V ery likely the figure of I ·5 in. (3.8 cm. ) 
ablation per day is too low for much of the period during which the pillar was formed
particularly for late June, when exposure to direct radiation would have been most pro longed, 
and for late July, when atmospheric temperatures were highest. The same figure also m ay be 
too low for cold , h eavily clouded days earlier or later in the season . R . C. Anderson (personal 
communication) suggested a further source of error due to lowering of the pilla r itself through 
re-orientation or recrystallization of snow beneath the nivi cap in response to temperature and 
vapor pressure changes. Hubley ( [ 954) and LaC ha pelle ( [ 959) have demonstrated the 
distortion possible for ablation values due to these effects. However, on the basis of hi s own 
observations made in the Front Range of the Rockies west of Denver , Anderson has regarded 
the ablation rate indicated for Teton Glacier as being in the right order of magnitude. Snow 
banks examined by him, and situated in partially exposed locations at 1 [,000 ft. (3,355 m .), 
were wasting at rates between 2 and 3 in . (5 and 7 . 6 cm.)/day. 

More seriously, the reliability of defining the duration of effective ablation on the basis of 
temperature curves projected from the valley floor is problematical, even though correlation 
between this curve and the known factors of cloud cover and storm dates is remarkably good. 
The storm dates themselves probably are the most valid criterion for establishing the effective 
ablation period. Since the chronology of events in d evelopment of the snow pillar is reasonably 
clear, it seems possible to reconcile the small figure of minimum ablation obtained when one 
considers the extrem ely sheltered position of the pillars in the cirque housing Teton G lacier. 
What little direct radiation reaches this section of the glacier early in the summer dwindles 
after 2 [June with the southward shift of the sun following the summer solstice and, as indica ted 
earlier, direct radiation seems to have played the dominant role in causing ablation in the 
vicinity of the pillars . 
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